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Shanta spine hospital is a world-classF specialized hospital
situated in the heart of Nagpur offering a completely holistic
approach to the management of the spinal problem. We cover the
full gamut of spinal surgery from surgery to rehabilitation. Shanta
spine hospital was started with the sole purpose of providing the
highest level of patient care and satisfaction related to spinal
disorders.
We combine wisdom and formidable experience with state of the art technology and evidence-driven
therapies. We aim to provide safe, high quality, cost-effective operative and nonoperative management of
spinal disorders.
Our commitment to curing and care begins when the patients walk in and continue until they fully recover.
We provide a complete clinical evaluation of patients with spinal disorders and with advanced modern
equipment provide relief with required minimal invasive orthopaedic as well as neurosurgical spine
surgeries. With in-house rehabilitation and physiotherapy set up, Shanta spine hospital is at the forefront of
the next generation of the hospital in the field of spinal disorders.
We provide our employees with world-class a facility which is an ideal nurturing ground for professional
excellence. Senior professionals lend a guiding hand which makes teamwork here a lot more enriching and
fun. An eclectic mix of people from different regions of the country and varied cultures combine here to
make a colourful and vibrant workforce. At Shanta Spine, every employee is assured of an invigorating
work atmosphere which translates to better productivity and leads to growth.
If you think you have it in you to be a part of a vibrant and talented team, we invite you to be a part of
Shanta Spine Hospitals. A work environment that stimulates personal and professional growth is

guaranteed. Be a part of our dynamic workforce and touch the lives of hundreds of people in your own
unique way. We are looking for someone who shows dedication and honesty in their work. Our main aim is
to give a new and good life for our patients.
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